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By Jim Greenman

Dear Parents, Educators and Friends:
All of us have been shaken by the extraordinary events of September 11 and
the national tragedy that has befallen us. No one is immune from the shock
and stresses this kind of catastrophic event can cause. And young children,
who are in the most vital stages of development, are especially vulnerable to
the long-term impacts of feelings of shock, anger, confusion and sadness.
As parents, educators, employers and caregivers, we all want to provide the
children around us with the support, reassurance and understanding they
need to restore their sense of security and calm. But we know this can be
an especially difficult task at a time when we share so many of their fears.
That is why our organizations, as child care providers, employers, relief
workers and grief counselors, have come together to produce What
Happened to the World? This booklet offers guidance on how you can
help children cope in these turbulent times. It also provides advice and
additional resources to help children manage grief, fear and intolerance.
Together we have an obligation to raise and educate a generation of
healthy, vibrant, and tolerant children. It is they who will ultimately provide
the answer to the question “What will happen to our world?”
Sincerely,

Linda Mason, Chairman and Founder of Bright Horizons Family Solutions

Author Jim Greenman is Senior Vice President of Education and Program
Development for Bright Horizons Family Solutions.

Bright Horizons Family Solutions is the world's leading provider of child care, early
education, and work/life solutions, caring for more than 40,000 children in more
than 370 child care and early education centers around the world. We dedicate this
book to the thousands of children who lost a parent in the attacks of September 11,
to those young children whose own lives were senselessly lost, and to the thousands
of families mourning the loss of loved ones. We also pay tribute to the heroes
among us, including the Bright Horizons faculty who administered aid to victims
in lower Manhattan in the wake of the attacks.

JPMorgan Chase had 15,000 employees working out of our downtown New York
City offices on the morning of September 11. We dedicate this book to the two
colleagues whose lives were lost that day, to our staff who lost friends and family
members, and to all the families affected by September's tragic events. Worldwide,
100,000 colleagues in more than 50 countries embody the spirit of the JPMorgan
Chase values and work every day to bring their very best to our clients and to
our communities.

Mercy Corps exists to alleviate suffering, poverty and oppression by helping people
build secure, productive and just communities. Mercy Corps has provided over $575
million in aid to 73 nations since 1979. The agency currently reaches 5 million people
in more than 25 countries. Over 95 percent of the Mercy Corps resources are
allocated to programs that help those in need.

Joy Bunson, SeniorVice President, Human Resources of JPMorgan Chase

Neal Keny-Guyer, Chief Executive Officer of Mercy Corps

Donna Schuurman, Executive Director of The Dougy Center

The mission of The Dougy Center for Grieving Children is to provide to families
in Portland and the surrounding region loving support in a safe place where children,
teens and their families grieving a death can share their experience as they move
through their healing process. Through our National Center for Grieving Children &
Families, we also provide support and training locally, nationally and internationally to
individuals and organizations seeking to assist children and teens with grief.
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I am 3 years old or 30 years old and I want to be with you:
to cling, to be held, to keep you in sight, to connect with
everyone I care about. I am scared for me, scared for you.
I am 4 or 40 and I want to make sense of the senseless.
I build my block tower and knock it down, hard. I can’t stop
staring at the flickering images.
The planes crash over and over and over. I am searching
for understanding about why this happened,
about what this means for me.
I am 5 or 50 and you and I are alike, but different.
I can’t stop talking or I can’t find the words. I make dark
jokes or I make angry threats.
I can’t show my caring or I can’t stop the tears.
I am 6 or 60 and I am mad. How could they do this!
I want to get even. We will get them!
I am 7 or 70 and I see heroes. I see firefighters
and police and people like me helping people. I want
to help. Can I be a hero?
I feel powerless. I want to be safe. I want to
protect those whom I love.
I feel confused. Why is the sky falling?
How could people do this? I want to know.
I feel angry – I hate who did this. Am I like them?
I feel so, so sad – I feel like crying.
My heart breaks because of the sadness around me.
I am 2 or 20, 8 or 80, 9 or 90 and I want it to be like before.
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When the Towers Fell
“I Am Anyone”

5

Introduction

the sky can fall, thousands die, war is proclaimed, and our sense of safety
and security disappears in a day. It is designed to help adults peer into the

Children’s lives have always been marked by change. Each day brings

minds of children and understand their fears, their grief, and their struggles

new revelations that life is filled with storms as well as sunshine. No child

to understand why the ground under their feet can suddenly shake.

ultimately escapes from the experience of fear, loss, grief, and trauma. But
extraordinary events that shatter the sense of security of everyone they
know and love put a particular pressure on the adults in their lives to
be at their best as parents and caregivers.

While What Happened to the World? is a response to the events of September
2001, almost all of the insight into children’s thinking and behavior and
what they need from the adult world applies to other calamities, personal
and social; death; natural disaster; and violence. Every day, individual children

The attacks of terror on a beautiful day in September 2001, and the

touched by life’s darker side are asking: “What happened to my world?”

revelations that more attacks were planned and may be expected in the
future, have created a new national reality. The aftermath of a declaration
of war on terror, as well as the certain increase in bomb threats, false
alarms, and rumors, guarantee that life will be different for children and
families for the foreseeable future.
The September 11 attacks were the act of terrorists who hated the politics
of the United States. America was attacked by a terrorist organization, not
a country and not an Islamic or Muslim movement. Times of conflict and
war usually reduce human relationships to “us vs. them” and challenge our
capacity for tolerance and understanding. We owe it to our children to
resist intolerance and prejudice and to help them grow up understanding
our common humanity and respecting our differences.
What Happened to the World? is for parents, teachers, and everyone working
with children and families who is trying to make sense of a world where
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What Happened to the World?
On September 11, 2001, three blocks from the World Trade Center,
a little girl left her child care center with her teacher to reunite
with her mother. Stepping out onto the sidewalk, as her eyes, ears,
and nose took in the gray air and ankle-deep debris, the amazed
child exclaimed for all of us, “What happened to the world?” The
teacher could offer no answer other than “You’re safe with us. Let’s
go find your Mom.” And that is just what they did.
What are we to answer?
Planes crashed, buildings tumbled, smoke thickened the air, and rubble covered
the streets. Adults were scared, and on the airwaves and in the headlines
there was talk of war. Anyone who felt removed from the threats of terror
– who thought that mass destruction happened far away on the television
or movie screen, that it wouldn’t happen here, that Oklahoma City was an
aberration – went to bed on September 11 shaken and changed.
The events of that day touched everyone. Certainly the millions in New York,
Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania who experienced the blast and the aftermath know
firsthand the trauma.Anyone who commutes to those cities, who travels by air, who
works in a tall building or a federal building, who visits New York or Washington, or
knows someone who does, is also affected.And, as the fear of further acts of terrorism
grows, anyone who can say,“That could have been me or someone I love” is joined by
many others who will worry,“That could be me or someone I love – next time.”
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The alleged hijackers were Middle Eastern men from a number of

here and in faraway lands. In the September 11 disaster, more than 5,000

countries, bonded together by a hatred for the policies and practices of the

people from 80 countries perished. News of all the events was instantly

United States and by unorthodox, radical beliefs not representative of the

broadcast worldwide, and the search for friends and enemies is a global

Middle East or of Muslims around the world. Their faces stare back at us

one. If our lives and the lives of our children are not to be shrouded in

from the front pages of our newspapers and from our television screens.

conflict, we will need to learn understanding, tolerance, and respect for

We may look at them with fear and uncertainty – fear of our

others – a difficult task when the drumbeat of conflict creates a “for us

enemies; fear of foreign lands with political structures we don’t understand;

or against us” mentality.

fear of cultures, races, or religions with which we may be unfamiliar; fear
A climate of terrorism and war touches us all, but not equally. Some
for our country. In this time of crisis in the United States, Arab-American
will experience much more pain and distress. In addition to those who
communities, citizens from the Middle East, and Muslims in general who
have or will experience the events directly, there are many others already
have nothing to do with the crisis are potential targets of intolerance,
living with trauma or overwhelming stress who are vulnerable to new blows.
hatred, and violence simply because of what they look like, the sound of
There are also children and adults whose high sensitivity to tragedy and
their names, or the ignorance of others.
trauma leaves them particularly vulnerable in times when fear and tragedy
When will life return to normal? Almost certainly, never. The country and

are ever-present.

its families will construct a new idea of normal so that life can go on and
What happened to the world? It has become a place where we need to
we can rebuild. We live in a 24-hour instant news culture where dramatic
support each other and our children more than ever before.
images of horror or grief surround our children. The “new normal” for
children will have to be a world where they come to terms with a new
sense of threat and possible conflict, but nonetheless have the internal

Children Need Our Strength:
How Do We Feel?

resources and support to live happy, productive lives.
Adults largely set the emotional landscape for children. Children
The child’s world today is a global village, and children will have to
understand what it means to live with others who look and sound different,

depend on us to be strong and solid, to know what is happening
and to guide them through the shoals of troubled waters.

have different cultures and values, and practice different religions. They live
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How did you feel watching the horror of September 11? How did you react

strength, reassurance, and calm we can muster. Their sense of safety stems from us:

to the growing realization that terror had come into all of our lives, that

the big, strong adults who protect them from misfortunes they never imagined.

many of us would have or might be directly drawn into the experience of
A distraught mother: “I tried to keep talking with my children
loss? Our hearts went out to victims and survivors and ached for the
about what happened on September 11, and they just didn’t seem
world that had changed. How are you feeling now in a world proclaimed to
to care – only that their TV shows were off. My husband is a
be at war with terrorism, and what might that mean today or tomorrow?
pastor, and last night we organized a silent, candlelight walk down
Knowing how you feel and finding your way to higher ground is critical

the main streets of our town. The thing my son was excited about

to helping the children you love and care for. Even as babies, children see,

was that HE got to carry the flag. This seemed important to him

hear, and feel our pain and despair, and they look to us for understanding,

only because it was fun. I have four children between the ages of

reassurance, and hope. They have a sixth sense that detects unease and

6 and 15 years old. Even my most sensitive child seems not to care.

uncertainty. When disaster strikes, every child wants to know from you:

What can I do to help them understand the magnitude of what has

Will I be okay?
Will you be okay?

happened? I have tried so many different approaches, but nothing
has worked. I don’t expect them to sob like I have for the past few
days...but at least SOMETHING should come out of this. I thought

Will everybody I care about be okay?
maybe they weren’t talking because they were so scared...but they
The first step in helping children cope with turbulent times is to sort through our

said they were not scared. I asked them what they thought. They

own feelings and get the support we need. Children need from us all the love,

decided that we should just annihilate the enemy. (Unfortunately,
they got that idea from me.) I talked about the children who will
be coming home to a missing parent. I showed them how we could
help by donating blood or money. I asked them how they would
feel if one day Dad just went off to work as usual and never came
home again. I just can’t get through to them. I know they are not
putting on a happy act and that underneath they are very scared
and sad. Please help me.”
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Teenager: Mom is so wacked. My friends and I talk a lot about

Common Emotional Reactions to Trauma

terrorism, and, of course, I’m scared. I don’t want to fly
Shock: How could this happen?
to Grandma’s this summer, but I’m not going to talk to her and
Dad about how I feel — they’ll either freak or preach.
Who talks to their mom?

Confusion: What does it all mean?
Fear or worry: What will happen next; where, when and to whom?
Will it end?

The anguished parent’s emotional reaction probably overwhelmed her
children. Their reaction to the catastrophe and the distress at home was
actually fairly normal.
Some experienced the attacks of terror themselves or through the life of
someone they knew. But many more watched the television, thinking,

Grief for someone I loved, or someone else like me
or those whom I love.
Anger at the people who perpetrated the attacks, at the
cruelty and unfairness of it all.
Guilt: Why them and not me? It’s not like me to hate
and want revenge.

“That could have been me or my friend or relative. We could be next.
Why them and not us?”

Helplessness: I can’t make my world like it was – a safe,
manageable place.

We all feel and behave differently in response to trauma; the timing and

Sadness: Lives lost, children orphaned, futures turned to

intensity of our feelings and the behavior changes that follow vary from

dust and ash.

person to person. Some take it all in in a great rush and open wound of

Isolation or alienation: I’m not sure if anyone

emotion; others compartmentalize or push feelings down and try to

understands my feelings.

manage the response. The stress in each of our lives varies widely, as do

Hopelessness: I’m not sure all this effort is worth it;

the supports that we have to cushion and offset the large and small

what does it matter?

challenges to our well-being. But somewhere inside, we all feel
frightened and vulnerable.
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Common Changes in Behavior

All of these reactions are normal, up to a point. You are not alone in these
responses. But when the reaction is intense and prolonged, seeking help is

I don’t know how many times I have been in tears. Or angry.

important for you and the children for whom you care.

I either want to hug my kids or get away from them. I just want
to sleep. My husband is driving me crazy. He constantly

Taking Care of Yourself

watches the news, or just works, and pays little attention to us.
To take care of children, you need to take care of yourself:
He doesn’t sleep much.
Talk about your feelings with adults with whom you feel secure.
Many people respond to trauma with some of the following reactions and
changes in behavior:
Appetite changes

Try to create a daily routine and rituals that support your current
needs (routine is a morning cup of coffee; ritual is more personal
– drinking the coffee from your favorite cup while sitting in a
chair by the window).

Change in sleeping patterns
Try to create a daily routine and rituals that support your
Anxiety

family’s current needs.

Tension

Live well: eat right, get exercise, sleep.

Headaches and low resistance to illness

Cry when you need to, and seek solitude when you have to.

Crying

Take breaks from the news and headlines.

Anger or short temper

Take breaks from others who bring you down.

Fatigue

Give yourself and those around you some slack for poor

Hyperactivity

behavior under stress.

Mood swings

Seek help if you feel that life is not becoming more manageable.

Difficulty concentrating

Replenish your spirit with friends, faith, family, music, or nature.

Numbness or apathy
Depression
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Understanding and
Supporting Children

terrifying their younger siblings. They focused on the gory details.
They also plotted grisly counter-terror initiatives. Manny’s older
brother talked enthusiastically of enlisting in the armed forces.

A week after the terror in New York, 4-year-old Kia asked her
Die Hard, The Terminator, JAG, and other action dramas are now taking
mom when the planes would stop crashing and the buildings stop
on new meaning for young adults, particularly boys. Their reactions to
falling. Her mother reassured her that it was all over. “No, Mom,
world events and approaching manhood will reflect the fascination with
it happened again last night, and this morning,” said Kia. “Honey,
doing good (and evil) dramatically. It is normal for them to play the
it’s over,” her mother said with a hug. “No! Come look,” Kia
roles of warriors and police.
insisted, and her mother once again saw the familiar images
appearing on the TV screen. “But that’s the same plane and the
same building. That happened last week,” her mother explained.
“Oh,” said Kia, still convinced that hundreds of planes had
attacked hundreds of buildings.
The planes keep crashing into the buildings. The buildings keep falling
down. The people keep emerging covered with dust and blood, day
after day. And, if you are a child watching the news, it doesn’t stop. If you
happen to be 3 or 4 or 5 years old, still learning to navigate the
confusing borders of time and space and what is real and what isn’t,
you probably think it’s dozens of planes and dozens of buildings. Daily
crashes result in daily destruction, and the child may always be thinking,
“When will it happen to me?”
12-year-old Jason, Manny, and their friends spent time together
delightedly imagining all the ways the terrorist might strike again,
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Every Child Is Different

Knowing the Child

Anne, at the age of 3, paid close attention to TV reports of any threat

Supporting children during times of uncertainty and stress begins

– crime, hurricanes, and earthquakes – and nightmares always followed.

with knowing your child. The best indicators of distress in children

The loss of a pet, a friend moving away, and the sorrows of distant

are changes in their behavior. Watch for behavior that is not typical

others were all felt intensely. Alejandro, on the other hand, breezed

for the child: a normally outgoing child behaving shyly or withdrawing;

through his childhood with only a brief pause for the real calamities that

or a child becoming whiny, irritable, or anger-prone. A teen who

occurred around him. Kim’s vivid imagination and her empathy for

is normally cool and distant may withdraw from the family even

others left her seriously vulnerable when any tragedy crossed her path.

more. A child may regress to past behavior, thumb sucking or

Malik and Tyler’s 9-year-old response to airplane crashes were

defiance, clinging, or not showing the self-help skills of which

similar: while not appearing particularly upset, each needed precise

he or she is capable.

answers on an infinite number of details about the crash. And 15-yearold Steven never let on that anything would shake his cool veneer.

Remember, not all behaviors or behavior changes stem from a crisis. All the
other aspects of life and development are marching on – adjusting to

Obviously, children are different, from adults and from each other. But remembering

a new class or school, friends moving away or changing allegiances,

that in practice is not always easy for parents and teachers. Children think very

parents worried about layoffs, or a teen not having a date – all create

differently from adults, and at each stage of development they view the world

personal stress that may eclipse societal turmoil.

through their own unique lenses. From birth, children have their own sensitivity

Children Under 3 Years Old

to change, to unexpected events, and to distress. They respond to dramatic events
and stress in their own way and with differing intensity.

20

They know something is up.

All children are vulnerable, but not equally. A child already grieving over a lost

Children under age 3 experience tragedy or disaster by absorbing the tension, fear,

loved one (including a pet), divorce, or separation, may feel more vulnerable, as will

or hurt of the people they love and the changes in the household or child

children who have families in crisis, or who are under stress for any number of

care program. Even very young babies react when parents are upset or depressed.

reasons. Unusually sensitive and empathetic children will also struggle more to

Two-year-olds are beginning to understand the concept of hurt and may point out

come to terms with events.

hurt people. They also may want to comfort you and others who are upset.
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Infants and toddlers can only show their distress with the language

Preschool children have a conscious awareness that people can come and

of behavior: eating (and pooping), sleeping, being contrary, clinging to

go, and in times of crisis are likely to have fears of abandonment. They feel

you, and crying.

helpless because they now understand that they need protection and care,
and they worry, “Something might happen to those I love and need.”

What Do Children Under Age 3 Need?
Children’s sensitivity to tragic events as depicted on television varies widely. Some
Normal routines and favorite rituals
children barely notice or shake it off relatively quickly; some are very traumatized.
A peaceful household
Very limited exposure to the media and adult conversations

Most children fall in between those poles. Preschool children may ask a lot of
questions. They need honest answers, but do not need details that will disturb

about crisis, disaster, or military engagement
them. Do not bring up issues that don’t appear to be on the child’s mind, but
Ample time with calm, loving, reassuring adults

Preschool Children

do listen for hidden questions. Remember the old story about the 5-year-old who
asked,“Where did I come from?” Following a short discussion of where babies
come from, the child said, “Okay, but Tony came from Iowa. What about me?”

They know more than you think, and much of it is
incomplete or misconceived.
Preschool children are much more aware of world events than babies and more
aware than we think, but their understanding is limited.Very young children are
magical thinkers and do not live in our adult world.They confuse fantasy and reality,
time and space, and are working through the concepts of cause and effect and
permanence. Their daily world is already populated with monsters, disasters,
nightmares, and heroes.The images on the news are not different from the fictional
images they see on the television screen, so the major impact of the terror and its
aftermath is the effect that it has on adults: new fears of bombs; anxiety about air
travel, buildings falling down, and the threat of war. Children pay attention to adult
words, and words such as attack, revenge, and retaliation may make them feel insecure.

22

by Steve Sack, Reprinted by permission of the Minneapolis Star Tribune.
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Play is how children make sense of and come to terms with a world that

Cries or screams for help

offers surprises and puzzles every day. Play is how children achieve mastery

Fear of being left alone; fear of strangers

over the situations in which they are powerless. Their dramatic play may

Confusion

reflect the current events:
Testing behavior
Building and destroying block towers
These can all be normal preschool behaviors. The key is to look for changes
Flying and crashing planes
in a particular child’s behavior.
Playing police officers or soldiers
Playing doctors, rescue workers, and the injured or the dead
Preschool children also use art to work through and express thoughts and feelings.

What Do Children Under Age 5 Need?
Normal routines and favorite rituals
A peaceful household

They need adults who recognize that playing through life’s horrors is normal,
Limited exposure to the media and adult conversations about the crisis
who listen to them, and who do not react harshly, preach, or condemn. Children
need to play at being powerful, even evil. Unless play might lead to a child
becoming hurt physically or emotionally, it is usually best not to intervene.

Ample time with calm, loving, reassuring adults
Much verbal reassurance that you and they will be okay
Plenty of physical reassurance (e.g., hugs, snuggling)

Common Preschool Reactions to Stress:
To know where you and the others whom they love are at any
Bed-wetting

given time

Fear of the dark, monsters, or animals

Opportunities for you to listen and gentle conversation

Clinging to parents and caregivers

Opportunities to draw or use clay to express themselves

Nightmares

Opportunities for and acceptance of play that may reflect the

Toileting accidents – loss of bladder or bowel control, constipation
Speech difficulties (e.g., a loss for words, stammering)

current events with intervention only to avoid harm
Special time and reassurance at bedtime, including letting the
child sleep with you

Loss or increase of appetite
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Elementary-School-Age Children

School-age children are interested in rules and the difference between good
and bad, right and wrong. Their sense of fairness and justice can lead to

They know much more than you think and want to know more.
outrage and strong, rigid opinions in the face of terrible acts.
As children go through the school-age years, they increasingly
inhabit the world outside the home. They can understand reality, what
is real and what is permanent, but they lack perspective. They are
learning how events fit together and want to understand how things

Common School-Age Reactions to Stress:
Nail biting or thumb sucking
Irritability

happen and what impact events will have. They have a lot of questions
Whining
and expect honest answers about details that matter to them. They
understand loss and can identify with the people directly affected by

Clinging

events. They think about what life is like for others. Their fears are real

Aggressive behavior at home or school

and realistic from their limited perspective, and they often focus on

Competition with younger siblings for parental attention

the fact that “it” could happen to them.

Night terrors, nightmares, fear of the dark

It is a time when they are imagining their adult selves – what they will

Avoiding school

do when they grow up – and identify with adult roles. In times of crisis,

Loss of interest and poor concentration in school

dramatic heroes and villains both hold fascination for them. Increasingly,

Withdrawal from peers

peers play a larger role in shaping thinking, feelings, and reactions to events.

Regressive behavior (reverting to past behaviors)
Headaches or other physical complaints
Depression
Fears about war, air travel, building collapse, surprise attacks

26
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What Do School-Age Children Need?
Normal routines and favorite rituals
A peaceful household

Junior High and High School Children
They know much more than you think, and they want to know more,
but not always from you, and they may or may not want to share.

Ample opportunities for time with calm, loving, reassuring adults
As children develop through their teen years, their way of being in the
Adults who will find out what is on their minds and answer their

world and responding to traumatic events slowly changes from the reactions

questions honestly with the details that matter to them
of a child to the reactions of a young adult. Teens often feel overwhelmed
Verbal and physical reassurance that you and they will be okay

by their emotions. They can experience a vast spectrum of ups and downs.

To know where the people they love are at any given time

Disasters or violent acts add to the mix. Peers are critically important, and

Guided exposure to the news and adult discussion

the group reaction can heighten anxieties or leave a child feeling alone and

Opportunities to talk and play with peers

out of step. Teens may respond to traumatic events with hyper-reactions or

Opportunities to play with adults

professed indifference, particularly toward adults. Some will be glued to the
television and pore over newspapers and magazines; others will avoid the

Opportunities to draw, use clay, or take part in dramatic expression
news. Some may have difficulty expressing caring, concern, and anxiety. Inside
Acceptance of play and dramatic conversation that reflect
the current events

they may feel inadequate or guilty. Some may talk about gaining revenge or
joining the military, while others may be outraged by hypocrisy and take a

Relaxed expectations at school or at home during the crisis period
contrary view. Teens will track adult views closely, particularly around justice
Reassurance at bedtime, including letting the child sleep with you
Opportunities to help others and to participate in community efforts
Planning for safety measures to be taken in future disasters

and prejudice. Teens, particularly older teens, may worry about what the
future holds for them in a world where war is likely.
Disasters are difficult for teens because they occur at the time of life
when they are often beginning to move away from family. The need to
draw family together may cause resistance or conflict.
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Common Teenage Reactions to Stress:
Appetite and sleep disturbances
Headaches, or other physical complaints
Increase or decrease in energy level
Indifference
Depression
Confusion/poor concentration
Poor performance in school
Rebellion in the home
Refusal to be cooperative
Aggressive behavior
School problems (e.g., attendance, fighting, withdrawal, loss of
interest, attention-seeking behaviors)
Withdrawal and isolation

What Do Teenagers Need?
A peaceful household
To know that you are there for them when they need it (and
want it)
To know your whereabouts (even if they don’t admit it)
To be offered opportunities to talk about feelings – yours and theirs
– honestly, but without being intrusive; listening, not lecturing
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Your best and wisest adult perspective on war, justice, tolerance,
and other issues of the time
Opportunities to talk about feelings about the draft, military

Encourage consistency, everyday routines, and favorite rituals.
Make the environment safe for talking about feelings and thoughts.
Expect and allow for all kinds of emotion.

service, and war
Give choices and be flexible – avoid power struggles.
Adults who are willing to engage in serious discussions
Allow a lot of opportunities and different media for expression.
Time with peers for play and discussion
Encourage activity and play.
Adults who encourage resumption of social activities, athletics,
clubs, etc.

Support the child’s friendships and social network.

Opportunities to help others

Be a model as a human being.

Group planning for safety measures to be taken in

Hug with permission.

future disasters
Structured but un-demanding responsibilities
To take care of themselves: eat, sleep, exercise
Temporarily relaxed expectations of performance
Individual attention and consideration when they ask for it

Changes To Help Children Cope With Stress:
A Quick Summary*
Be available.
Provide a peaceful household.

Practice patience.
Support children – at their worst.
Expect behavior that is typical of a younger child.
Expect behavior that is beyond the child’s years.
Live right – eat, rest, sleep.
Make bedtime special.
Resist overprotection.
Don’t force talk and interaction.
Understand that playing is a way to grieve and sort
through fears and confusion.

Listen, listen, and listen some more.
Attend to the physical symptoms.
Be honest and answer their questions – at their level.
Reassure the child that he or she is not alone.
Respect differences in children – individual and age-based.
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Set limits on behavior, and enforce them.
Remember triggers that will cause distress.
Plan family time together.
Be available for help if needed.
Take care of yourself.
*This list was adapted from 35 Ways to Help a Grieving Child
(The Dougy Center).

When to Seek Help
Reactions to traumatic events may appear immediately or after several days or
weeks. Most of the time, the symptoms detailed above will begin to disappear

“What Peace Means to Me“
By Luke Mays, Age: 8

No wars.
No terrorists!!!!!!!!
No terrorist camps!
No weapons!
No deadly machines.
More peace meetings!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Make more friends.
No more enemies!

Helping Children Understand

as the child and family readjust. But if symptoms accumulate or persist over
time, it may be wise to seek help outside the family circle. For one family this
might mean turning to a pastor, a rabbi, or an imam for counseling; for
another, a mental health worker. Your employer or the outpatient clinic of
your local hospital can often help identify counseling resources. A counselor
will talk to your children to help them understand their feelings.

Until a crisis hits, most children (and adults) don’t spend their days
thinking about fundamental issues of life and death, war and peace, crime
and punishment, or tolerance and bigotry. All of that changes with acts of
terrorism or war. What do parents and teachers need to know now?

Answering Children’s Questions
The aftermath of any disaster leaves us not only with physical destruction
and difficult feelings, but with hard questions, as well. Children need the
opportunity to talk about the feelings and issues that occupy the news –
with each other and with adults. Children may ask questions that test our
fundamental social and political views: “Why do people hate us?” “Why are
those people so poor?” “Do you believe in war?” “What do you think of
those Middle Eastern countries? “Is America always right?” They may ask
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spiritual and moral questions: “Why do people die?” “ Why do some people

follow his or her lead. Recognize the clues in a child’s art,

die and some live?” “Is it sometimes right to kill – even children?”

play, or conversations with friends.

Children need our thoughtfulness and our honesty. No child will

Don’t assume either a lack of interest or a strong interest without checking

ever look back and say, “Gee, thanks for lying to me”.

first. When you encourage a young child to draw or ask a child about his
or her feelings, you give permission to think and feel scary or angry

Before talking to children:
thoughts.
Get your own feelings and thoughts straight.
Acknowledge feelings: Share your feelings, but
Try to be your most thoughtful, calm, and emotionally stable self

always be strong.

when you talk to children. Be prepared for the inevitable difficult
Children need adults to be strong in a crisis. You may be sad, scared,
questions about why people kill, why war happens, why people die,
confused, or angry, and you can share your feelings, but be your strongest
and why people hate.
self. The child needs to draw on your strength.
Think not only about what you want to say, but also
Offer the reassurances you can.
about how you want it to come across.
From saying, “Lots and lots of strong, smart people are working hard to
Depending on our words, tone, and body language, we may project calm,
keep us safe,” to reading a newspaper article on national efforts with an
thoughtfulness, sadness, anger, or vengeful self-righteousness. How do we
older child, or sharing hugs that say, “I’m here for you,” help the child
want the child to think and feel about us as human beings?
get the response that he or she needs.
Ask children what they think the words that they
With younger children, try to control images that will
are using (war, terrorism, Arab, Islam, army) mean and what
define war or terrorism in the child’s mind.
feelings they are having.
The child hasn’t seen much of life and can easily feel that everything,
Understand what they know and feel before beginning any dialogue.
everyone, everywhere is coming apart; everyone is hurt or going to be
Find opportunities to ask what’s on the child’s mind and
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hurt. The quantity and intensity of TV, radio, newspapers, and adult
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conversation during a crisis can easily frighten children, and adults must try
to manage those images. Very young children often do not understand that
one incident generates a week of repeated images.
Respect the growing ability of school-age children and
teens to understand issues, and be honest with them.
Many older children may for the first time become interested in larger
issues of life in other countries, the military, war and peace, world religions,
poverty, tolerance, and life and death. For all of us, these issues have
replaced lurid scandals and local concerns in the headlines.
Stay tuned into the child.
Keep listening, asking, dialoguing, and reassuring as the child’s thoughts and
feelings evolve. Don’t provide more information than the child needs to
know.
Make the tragedy or conflict understandable to the child.
Every child is different, and the explanation of national and world events
needs to match the child’s developmental understanding.
Protect your child’s idealism.
Children are idealists. For them, the world is a good place, people are
mostly good, and life is worth living. Sudden exposure to violence and the
possibility of destruction tests their idealism and ours. If children are
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exposed to too much of life’s dark side and too much pessimism, they may

Will I be okay? Will you be okay? Will everyone I know and love be okay?

lose their sense of optimism and feeling that life is manageable.

To help the child:

In every conversation, stay alert to racism and

Identify the fear.

stereotyping and work for cross-cultural understanding

Give simple answers, and follow the child’s lead in

and respect for others. Be at your best as a human being.

continuing the dialogue.
Always try to reassure. Help children feel that it is extremely

In times of conflict, “us vs. them” mentalities, ethnic stereotypes, and

unlikely this is going to happen to them, to you, or to others

contempt for “foreign behavior” lead to racism and cultural bias that is

whom they know (even if you are not feeling entirely sure

often unintentional, but damaging nonetheless. More than ever, it is time

that is the case).

to recognize and appreciate cultural differences and teach children to accept

Respect the fears. Remember that fear, theirs and ours, is not

and respect all ethnic groups and religions. Children need us to model

always rational.

tolerance, respect for diversity, and the need to learn about other peoples,

In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, children (and adults) may fear air

cultures and countries.

travel, the collapse of buildings, or riding on subways. They may worry

Be alert for opportunities to steer children toward
helping actively.

about parents or older siblings having to go to war, and they may react
to men who appear to be Middle Eastern or just “foreign.” With young
children, the best way to break down fear is through your strong, calm,

The feelings of powerlessness and helplessness shared by both children and
adults are alleviated through action. There are hundreds of ways to connect

thoughtful presence. Older children rely upon your strong presence
and your rationality:

with others around the world and show our common humanity: pen pals,
People are working very hard to improve airport security, and
children’s fund drives, cultural exchanges, and community work.

Children’s Fears

only four planes out of tens of thousands were involved.
There are millions of buildings in the country, and only
three were attacked.

As children grow up, they become interested in larger issues. But the basis
of many questions and concerns that surface in times of crisis is fear.
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The men who were responsible for this are not representative
of the millions and millions of Muslim men or Middle Eastern
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people. Many followers of Islam from countries around the world

over problems much harder to solve than the everyday

died in the attacks, too. Most Muslims are as sad, angry, and

problems among individuals.

shocked as anyone else.
War against terrorism is very serious, and our country is very

Terrorism is when a few people do terrible things to hurt a group of people

strong and powerful. Most other countries are on our side. Our

or a whole country and use scare tactics to get their way. The terrorists

leaders are working to keep us all safe.

who attacked New York and Washington, D.C. on September 11, 2001

Good people live everywhere in the world; they come in all colors

oppose nearly everything they think that the United States stands for. But

and worship all religions and believe very strongly in world peace.

almost all of the world believes that the terrorists committed a terrible

Children’s Understanding of the World

crime, even those who disagree with the United States on many issues.

All but the youngest children are aware that we live in a big world with
many countries and many different kinds of people. The world beyond our
borders becomes more real to us during international conflict. Interest in
the crisis presents an opportunity to help children learn about the world
and all of its people and to connect with them.
Use books and the media to explore the world’s
peoples and environments.
As children grow up, introduce different ethnic foods.
Learn more about the nationalities represented in your child’s
child care center or school.

Questions About Military Engagement,
War, and Terrorism
War on terrorism does not fit neatly into traditional definitions of war.
Children need to understand that war is when countries or peoples fight
42
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Children are struggling with their own issues of how to resolve disputes

are individuals. Timothy McVeigh was a male, white, American, professed

peacefully. When they see adults using violence, it raises many questions. It

Christian, army veteran who bombed a building. All men, whites, Christians,

contradicts everything we have taught them: “Use words,” “Compromise,”

Americans, and veterans, did not bomb the federal building and did not

“Don’t hit back,” “Fighting doesn’t solve anything,” or “Thou shall not kill.”

deserve our contempt; Timothy McVeigh did. We hold him responsible –

How Do We Answer Younger Children’s
Questions About Terrorism?
As Fred Rogers said: “There are some people in this world who are very
angry and haven’t learned how to live with people they don’t agree with.”
They come in all colors and live in different places. And sometimes they do
terrible, awful things to hurt people. But there are many more people who
know how to get along, and they are all over the world working hard to
stop these people who do terrible things.

not others. Past terrorists have been women and men from many
countries and all ideologies and faiths.
The 50 or 100 or even 1,000 people involved in planning these terrible
attacks are reportedly Islamic men from a number of Middle Eastern
countries. All Muslims and all Middle Eastern people did not attack
America; a group of men who hate American policies and practices did.
Many Muslims died in the terrorist attacks. There are millions of Muslims
and Middle Eastern people who mourned American victims and donated
blood. It is no more acceptable to lash out at Muslims or Middle Eastern

How Do We Answer Older Children’s
Questions About Terrorism?

people than it would have been to lash out at white, Christian Americans
after the bombing in Oklahoma City. Our anger, fear, and sense of

Older children need to understand that some very angry, very bad people

powerlessness can sometimes cause us to feel and want to do senseless

who hate the United States and want to destroy our way of life have killed

things – just like the terrorists did.

thousands of Americans and people from other countries as well. These
Older children can understand that terrorism is a political response and
people are a pretty small group of extremists from a number of countries
that the terrorists have specific issues with the United States’ global
but do not represent either the people or the governments of the
presence. They may want to discuss issues they read about in newspapers
countries from which they come.
or hear on the news. Even murderous attacks on civilians occur for reasons.
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Children and adults need to understand that to avoid holding innocent

Two sides (and more) emerge, and older children may want to question

people responsible for these attacks, we must remember that terrorists

your views. They may want to know why America is hated or discuss
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whether what we do is right or moral. Read the newspaper or watch the

is to tell children in a manner appropriate for their developmental level that

news together, and discuss the issues. When you don’t know an answer,

sometimes the only thing that most people think we can do to stop very

tell the child that you will find out the answer, or research the issue,

bad people or governments is to use military power.

together. With older children, respect the child’s opinions, even when they
We can explain to children at their developmental level that we want them
are different from yours.
to learn how to live without violence and force, to use words, and to

How Do We Answer Younger Children’s
Questions About War?

compromise. If all of us learned how to behave peacefully, no one would
ever feel like fighting back. Discuss alternate solutions to war and conflict.

Keep it simple: “Sometimes whole countries, after much talking, still can’t
decide how to get along. They have armies that fight each other. Our army
is very strong and works hard to make sure that we are all safe.”

How Do We Answer Older Children’s Questions About War,
Military Engagement, Retaliation, and Seeking Justice?
This is a very hard subject, because adults don’t always agree. For older
children, help them understand that what happened is very, very unusual
and isn’t at all normal. There are many disagreements throughout the world,
and people do fight and go to war over them, but it is almost always a last
resort. Children will hear adults talking about punishing terrorists and
getting revenge, either as a tactic or a right. Just saying words like
“revenge,” “retaliation,” or “vengeance,” can contribute to a cycle of
violence and should be avoided. “Seeking justice” communicates to
children the intent to live in a just world. Probably the best we can do
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Boys and War
Studies show that boys are fascinated with implements of action and power,

help to involve the child in keeping the one she loves safe and connected.

particularly weapons. It is important to accept that many boys will be fascinated

“We will pray (or hold her in our thoughts) every day and write postcards

and drawn to warlike behavior: both attacking and defending. For younger

to her, draw pictures for her, keep a journal, and make a book of her

children, rather than quickly banishing or condemning war-like play, recognize

letters. We can put markers on a map and trace her journeys.”

that police cars, ambulances, rescue helicopters, planes, boats, cranes, and
trucks are also equally dramatic implements of action and power that help
and rescue. Of course, girls will also be drawn to dramatic action play.
For many older boys, more aggressive play and talk is likely, as well as an
attraction to weapons and the people engaged in struggles. It is also likely
that some children will be particularly fascinated with the terrorists in the
same way Jesse James, Blackbeard, the Luftwaffe, and other villains or
enemies have intrigued children. The best reaction is to avoid expressing
shock and horror. Instead, explain why you find nothing romantic or
positive about the terrorists, even in play. Make-believe violence is normal
and can even be a healthy way of expressing emotion. But adults should

What Do We Tell Teens Concerned About Military Service?
Older teens may be concerned about the draft, military service, the moral
issues of war, and their own capacity for bravery and sacrifice. They need
an opportunity to talk about it. What opinions or guidance you share will,
of course, depend on your politics. What teenagers need most from adults
on this issue (and almost any issue) is an open ear and acceptance of their
feelings and ideas. They need guidance rather than preaching. We need to
help them arrive at the positions and courses of action that represent
their emerging adulthood.

Children’s Exposure to Death

encourage children to be a force for good in the world.
Terrorist attacks and the fact of war bring the reality and idea of death

What Do We Tell Children Whose Loved Ones
Face Military Service?

to the foreground of children’s lives. To young children, death is another
“magical” part of life. If someone who cares for them dies, they often feel
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Again, children need honesty and reassurance appropriate for their

abandoned. Because they believe the world revolves around them, they may

developmental level. If mom or a big sister is in the military: “She has a job

feel it was something that they caused. Death is important to them because

to do and is trained to do that job. We are all a little scared and will miss

it is important to us; it upsets them because it upsets us. They don’t

her a lot when she is gone – and she is really going to miss us too.” It can

understand the finality of death or the emotional weight of grieving.
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School-age children grow to understand that death is permanent. They
are often fascinated with the cause and the details of the death. They
understand death as a physical experience and often are concerned about
the body: What happened to it? What will happen to it now? They can
begin to identify with others who have lost someone they love. The
knowledge that death is final leaves them wondering about their own death
and the possible death of people they know. They may feel that death is
a punishment for those who died or for their loved ones.
Children react to how the adults in their lives react to death and dying.
The personal feelings and behaviors that they witness will create a climate
of security or insecurity.
Children and families who are experiencing the death of a loved one under
traumatic circumstances need to draw on relatives and friends for support.
They should also take advantage of the resources provided by employers,
community agencies, and the materials listed in the resources section at
the end of this guide.

Tolerance: Respect for Others
Children can learn prejudice at a very young age. They can learn to fear
differences, stereotype others, and reject others because of identity. They
learn this from the adults and children around them and from television,
movies, music, and video games. They develop stereotypes and negative
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attitudes about groups of people and apply them to individuals. Prejudice

For older children, help them understand the differences between a political

leads to scapegoating and discrimination.

group with radical followers and whole peoples, countries, and religions. Explain
that intolerance of others begins with ignorance and fear. This fear can be of

Intolerance of others begins with ignorance and fear. Education is crucial
other cultures, races, religions, or nations. We have every reason to be afraid of
to our attempts to create a more tolerant world. Children need to be
foreign terrorists (or domestic terrorists), but no reason to be afraid of Islam or
taught about humanity, human rights, and tolerance in order to combat
Middle Eastern people. Together, explore information about the Middle East and
images and stereotypes from the media and the world around them.
Islam.You may also come to understand better the issues and strategies that
In this particular time of crisis in the United States, the most vulnerable

drive the radical terrorists and may develop a new view of the problems as well as

populations are the Arab-American community, Muslims, and citizens of

solutions for the conflict.

the Middle East. Middle Eastern stereotypes already abound in television,
Tolerance begins at home, and school and education are crucial to our
movies, cartoons, computer games, and comic books. Arabs are usually
attempts to create a more tolerant world. Educators and families can
portrayed as villains who resort to violence. They are almost never portrayed
prevent dehumanization, prejudice, and stereotyping.
as positive characters or heroes. Very little understanding of the rich and
varied cultures of the Middle East or Islam and the commonalities and

Teaching Resistance to Bias

linked heritage of Islam, Christianity, and Judaism is demonstrated.
Watch what you say about others, and be a model
Children will express what they hear adults saying, giving us the opportunity

for respect for diversity.

to promote tolerance. If children express fear or antagonism toward people

Create a multicultural environment in your home or school, and

of Middle Eastern descent or Muslims, ask them to explain what they are

show that you value diversity. Expose children to other cultures
and people through books, media, and personal experiences with

thinking and feeling. At the child’s developmental level, explain that

friends, coworkers, restaurants, festivals, etc.

although a few Middle Eastern men or Muslims hate American policies
Use accurate and fair images of cultures rather than stereotypes (e.g., many
and did a terrible thing, many, many more think hurting others is terrible,
and they do not hate America. There are millions and millions of children
and parents in the United States and around the world who are Muslims
or Arabs who are as sad, confused, angry, and as shocked as you.
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Arabs are doctors, scientists, lawyers, teachers, and from all walks of life, not
simply Bedouins on camels or peddlers in a bazaar as represented on TV)..
Listen and answer children’s questions about others with respect
and pay attention to accuracy.
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Banish teasing or rejection based on identity: gender, race, ethnicity,

I don’t care what the other parents want, I don’t want

religion, size, or physical characteristics.

all the flag waving.

Provide activities and discussions that center on positive identity and

“Bang, bang, bang!”

appreciating differences among people and cultures.
Help children learn the difference between feeling proud of one’s

“Steven, Jesse! What are you doing?”
“Shooting the hijacker and saving the plane!”

heritage and feeling superior to others.
What do you say? “Use your words.” “Don’t play with guns;
Teach children to recognize stereotypes and caricature.

we don’t play with guns in the center.”

Teach children how to challenge bias about themselves and others.
Teachers are faced with a lot of difficult issues in times like these. Life in
Take advantage of a child’s understanding of fairness and justice.
Let children know that unjust images can be challenged.
Involve children in taking action to make their community a
better and more fair place.
Ultimately, tolerance requires real relationships with real people. It is
essential that we make an effort to bring children and families from
different cultures together to truly come to know each other.

a group setting inherently results in accepting or reconciling different
viewpoints. We all bring not only our own personalities and emotions
into the classroom, but our own politics and world viewpoints as well. The
news may be filled with stories about people and events we have strong
feelings about or know little about (or both).
Crises can bring out the best and worst in each of us. The worst: simplistic
answers, avoiding issues, bias, or proceeding as if nothing has changed.

Adapted from Teaching Young Children to Resist Bias: What Parents Can Do

The best: thoughtfulness, caring, kindness, courage, and the opportunity to

(Sparks, et.al., NAEYC: Washington, D.C.)

truly guide children through important learning. Children learn what people

Helping Children in Child Care
and School: Tips for Teachers

and societies are really about in times of crisis. Teachers need to be role
models and teach the following in their classrooms:
Thoughtfulness: What we think and do and what others across the world

My dad says not to play with those foreign children.
My mom says you have to learn to fight back.
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think and do is based in knowledge and beliefs we need to make an
effort to understand.
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Caring: There may be children, parents, or teachers who are singled out for

Use conflict to learn: Take advantage of disagreements far away

their differences, particularly Middle Eastern or Islamic children.

and in the room to learn about conflict resolution, acceptance,
and self-control.

Kindness: Human beings here and around the world are hurting, and we can
all take action and help in some way.

Provide materials that encourage children’s play and expression
representing their feelings and thoughts. Children need to work
through issues; allow fantasy play or art as long as it does not

Courage: The courage to accept differences and different views, the

hurt others.

courage to help others in their confusion, fear, loss, or grief while we
Celebrate differences: Go beyond acceptance and tolerance.
tend to our own.

Research and celebrate differences in identity, culture, and beliefs.

Learning: Learning more about the wider world of people and culture, and

Notice unfairness and injustice in daily life and the news.

the close-up world we inhabit.

Find the hope and goodness in every dark moment: the caring,
helping, courage, tolerance, and compassion.

What Teachers Can Do
Expand the children’s knowledge of the world: books, pictures,
music, films, food, art, field trips, and in-classroom visitors.
Provide books at the appropriate level that address issues of
respect for others, conflict, and overcoming fear and adversity.

Help children take action, and take action with them: Write
letters, send pictures, raise money, and connect with others.
Take humanitarian action: International and national relief
efforts always need support.
Encourage empathy by allowing the safe and respectful

Sustain or create a democratic classroom with participatory

discussion of feelings of hurt, fear, loss, and doubt (never

decision-making. Make the room safe for discussion of

forcing participation).

conflicting ideas.
Create opportunities for cooperation: projects, chores,
decision-making.
Help children construct their own solutions to disagreements.
Develop emergent curriculum: Create projects based on the
children’s current interests and concerns.

Become language-sensitive and teach children to be alert to
hurtful language.
Value and respect individual children, and try to eliminate
stressful situations when necessary (new transitions,
unnecessary challenges).
Treat parents as partners. Keep them informed and involve
them in your efforts.
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What Happens Now?
Toward a Better World

Resources

In times of crisis it is important to find strength and reassurance in our

cope with crisis and stress, visit www.brighthorizons.com.

communities, our diversity, and our common commitment to learning how to

Web Sites on Children and Stress

For an updated list of resources and more information on helping children

develop a better world. Crises can bring into focus that we are one world, a
world that our children will inherit. There is a pull toward oversimplifying

www.kidshealth.org - Current information from KidsHealth on dealing with

issues and ideologies, friends and foes, and violence is a frequent means for

a terrorist tragedy.

expressing good and evil. Children need to be taught about the world and its
diverse people, and to develop an empathy and thoughtfulness that underlies
their judgment. They need to learn how to solve problems peacefully and to

www.pysch.org - The American Psychiatric Association has a section on
trauma, violence, and practical things that people can do to deal with
reactions to trauma.

draw upon the strength of their family, community, nation, and the world.
www.siu.edu/departments/bushea/stress.html - Provides links to a variety
Children are surrounded by heroes, in person and on the screen. In addi-

of Web sites dealing with stress in adults and children.

tion to the firefighters, the police, rescue workers, armed forces, and all
those who helped the victims or survived the devastation, there are others:

www.preparerespondrecover.com/childrensneeds/ - Provides information
about recognizing stress in children.

When parents and teachers give children their strength when
they themselves are feeling shaken or overwhelmed with their
own feelings of uncertainty, fear, or grief, they are heroes.
When parents and teachers recognize their own anger and
biases, when they resist the urge to scapegoat and hate and
instead teach their children tolerance and respect for
diversity, they are heroes.
When the sky is falling, when the noise is deafening and the darkness grows,
children need all the shelter and light that we can bestow upon them.
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www.mctf.org/parents/tips/stress.html - Provides information about coping

What about the Kids? Understanding Their Needs in

with family and child stress, with tips for reducing stress for everyone.

Funeral Planning Services

Books and Pamphlets

Parenting Through Crisis: Helping Kids in Times of Loss, Grief and Change, by
Barbara Coloroso. NY: Harper Resource, 2000.

Helping Children Cope with Stress, by Avis Brenner. Lexington, MA:
Heath & Co, 1984.
Listening to Children: Healing Children’s Fears, by Patty Wipfler. Parents
Leadership Institute, 1990.

On International Issues and Relief
www.mercycorps.org - An international relief and development organization
whose Web site provides information on programs all over the world and
shows how to get help, give help, share grief, and help children cope.

Web Sites on Grief and Loss
www.redcross.org - International relief organization with comprehensive
www.dougy.org - The Dougy Center: The National Center for Grieving

support resources; a site to get help and information, and make donations

Children and Families is a resource to help children and families with grief

or learn about volunteering.

and loss. Links and materials are available.

On War and Terrorism
www.icisf.org - Resources for family recovery from terror, grief, and trauma.

Web sites
Books
www.esrnational.org - The mission of Educators for Social Responsibility is
Resources from The Dougy Center P.O. Box 86852 Portland, Or 97286
Toll-free 886-775-5683 www.dougy.org
35 Ways to Help a Grieving Child
Helping Children Cope with Death
Helping Teens Cope with Death

to make teaching social responsibility a core practice in education so that
young people develop the convictions and skills needed to shape a safe,
sustainable, democratic, and just world.
www.aboutourkids.org. - From New York University Child Study Center,
this web site offers advice in helping kids cope with the attack.

Helping the Grieving Student: A Guide for Teachers
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www.familyeducation.com - Resources for the tragedy from the Learning

www.childtrauma.org - Tips for teachers and schools to help children

Network Parent Channel.

cope with tragic events.

www.talkingwithkids.org - A national initiative by Children Now and the

Books

Kaiser Family Foundation to encourage parents to talk with their children
earlier and more often about tough issues.

Children and Trauma: A Parent Guide to Helping Children Heal, by Cynthia
Monahon. Lexington Books, 1995.

www.nasponline.org - “Coping With a National Tragedy” from the National
Association of School Psychologists.

Teaching Young Children in Violent Times: Building a Peaceable Classroom, by Diane
Levin. Cambridge: Educators for Social Responsibility.

www.naeyc.org - “Helping Children Cope with Disaster” from the National
Association for the Education of Young Children.

Remote Control Childhood: Combating the Hazards of Media Culture, by Diane
Levin. Washington, DC: NAEYC.

www.pbskids.org/rogers/parents/sept11.html - Fred Rogers’ thoughts on
“Helping children deal with scary news”.
www.scholastic.com - Advice for teachers and parents and a special newszone for children from Scholastic Magazine.

Talking with Your Child About a Troubled World, by Lynne Dumas. NY: Fawcett, 1992.

On Tolerance: Respect for Diversity
Web sites

www.zerotothree.org - Zero to Three is a project of the National Center
www.adl.org - The Anti-Defamation League is one of the nation’s foremost
for Infants, Toddlers, and Families. The web site offers advice for parents
civil rights/human relations agencies fighting anti-Semitism, prejudice, and
and professionals.
bigotry. Its multi-media campaign A World of Difference works to combat
www.helping.org - Resources online for making a difference; designed

prejudice, promote democratic ideals, and strengthen pluralism.

to help people volunteer and find opportunities to give in their own
www.tolerance.org - This is a Web project of the Southern Poverty Law
communities and beyond.
Center, a national nonprofit civil rights organization that promotes
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www.timeforkids.com - News and information for moving forward

tolerance and diversity and combats hate and discrimination through

after the tragedy.

education, investigation, and litigation.
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www.splcenter.org - Main page of “Teaching Tolerance” a national education

Early Childhood Resources, Miller Early Childhood Initiative of A World of

project dedicated to helping teachers foster equity, respect, and

Difference Institute Bias-Free Foundations.

understanding in the classroom and beyond.
Early Childhood Activities for Families, Miller Early Childhood Initiative of A
www.adc.org - The American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee offers

World of Difference Institute Bias-Free Foundations.

educational information about Arab culture and society as well as crisis
Close the Book on Hate: 101 Ways to Combat Prejudice. NY: ADL and Barnes &
resources for all parents and teachers.
Noble, 2000. (available from the ADL and Barnes & Noble).
www.peacecorps.gov/kids - Children’s site sponsored by the Peace Corps; a
What to Tell Your Child About Prejudice and Discrimination (pamphlet).
good resource for information about cultures around the world and how
to make a difference.

Hate Hurts: How Children Learn and Unlearn Prejudice, by Caryl Stern-LaRosa and
Ellen Hofheimer Bettmann. NY: Scholastic, 2000.

www.wiesenthal.com - The Simon Wiesenthal Center is an international
Jewish human rights organization dedicated to preserving the memory of
the Holocaust by fostering tolerance and understanding through community

Teaching Values Reaching Kids, by Linda Schwartz. Creative Teaching Press, 1997.
Caring and Capable Kids, by Linda Williams. Innerchoice Publishing, 1996.

involvement, educational outreach, and social action. The Center confronts
important contemporary issues including racism, anti-Semitism, terrorism,

Teaching Your Child to Resist Bias, brochure from NAEYC (available at 800-

and genocide.

424-2460 or www.naeyc.org.)

www.pta.org - “What to Tell Your Child About Prejudice and Discrimination”

Anti Bias Curriculum: Tools for Empowering Young Children, By Louise Derman

from the National PTA, a nonprofit association of parents, educators, and

Sparks. Washington, DC: NAEYC, 1991.

students, and other citizens active in their schools and communities.

Books and Pamphlets
Available from the Anti-Defamation League:
Anti-Defamation League 823 United Nations Plaza New York, NY 100017
www.adl.org
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WHAT HAPPENED
TO THE WORLD?
Helping Children Cope in Turbulent Times
This book is for parents, teachers, and everyone working
with children and families trying to make sense of a world where
the sky can fall, thousands die, war is proclaimed, and our sense of
safety and security disappears in a day.
It is designed to help adults peer into the minds of children and
understand their fears, their grief, and their struggles to understand
why the ground under their feet can suddenly shake.
A Facilitator’s Guide for What Happened to the World?
Helping Children Cope in Turbulent Times is available to assist those
who wish to hold meetings or trainings with parents, professionals,
and volunteers who work with children and families.
The guide includes a comprehensive session outline,
support materials, and handouts.

